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On behalf of PromPeru, I am cordially inviting you rn a 

special Breakfast during !MEX America on the trade show 

Door Please 1oin us on Wednesday, October 

17th at 9am at the Peru Booth • # D3151 . 

The Breakfast will be a great networking opportunityto 

learn aboJt what Peru has to offer as a meeting -~nd 

incentive destination. 11 will also be super conven:ent for 

you to go from the Breakfast to your first appointment on 

the trade show fioor. 

When Wednesday, October 17th 

Time: 9AM ,
1
, 

Where: Peru Booth - #D3151 
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Attendance is limited so please RSVP your attendance by 

Monday. October 8th usin,1 the below button. 

1f you have any questions, feel free to reach out to: 

raui.cavazos@aboutdcf'.com.We look forward to receiving 

your RSVP' 

RSVP NOW 

Best, 

Raul Cavazos 

raul.cavazos@aboutdci com 

212·444-7159 

Development Counsellors International I North American 

.Agnency for PromPeru 
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Join rP:romrPe1nUJ f(Q)ir 
!Bneaikfaist ait IMIE~ Ameiri\Cai! 

This is a frienclly reminder that you are cordially invited to 

a special Breakfast with PromPeru during IMEX America 

on the trade show fioor. Please join us on Wednesday, 

October 17th at 9am at the Peru Booth - # 03151. 

The Breakfast wili be a great networking opportunity to 

learn about what Peru has to offer as a meeting and 

incentive destination. It will also be super convenient for 

you to go irorn the Breakfast to your first appointment on 

the trade show fioor. 

When: Wednesday, October 17th 

Time: 9AM 

Where: Peru Booth - #03151 
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Attendance is limited so please RSVP your attendance by 

Monday, October 8th using the below button 

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to 

raul.cavazos@aboutdcicom_ We look forward to 

receiving your RSVP' 

RSVP NOW 

Best, 

Raul Cavazos 

r aul.cavazos@aboutdci.com 

212-444-71 5a 

Development Counsellors International I North American 

Agency for PromPeru 
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Subject: IMEX Meetings: Peru 

Hi Name, 

I wanted to follow up on the meeting request for IMEX that my colleague sent a few days ago. 

Specifically, I'm working on securing appointments for one of the destinations that we will represent at 
IMEX -- Peru. 

I would like to see if you'll be interested in meeting with us! 

Please, find below news from the destination that we'd love to discuss with you. 

Thank you in advance and have a great weekend. 

Best, 

••• 

NEW FLIGHTS AND CONNECTIONS TO PERU 

Avianoa initiates new routes from Lima.to Otlaridt> 
Avianca, as part of its plan to expand international routes, inaugurated a new daily and direct frequency 
between Orlando and Lima. The new flight started with daily frequencies, operated on Airbus 319 
equipment for 120 passengers (12 i.n Executive Cabin and 108 i.n Economic Cabin). 
To accompany the announcement of the. new route, Avianca offered promotional fares from US$ 599 to 
fly from August 1 to December 7, 2018 round trip. Passengers who traveled in the inaugural flights to 
these destinations were received with coffee· and sandwich stands, as well as typical dances from Peru, as 
a preview of the experience they would h.ave on Peruvian soi.I with t.he Inca cu.lture. 

New domestic flights 
Cusco~ Iquitos: As of July 2 of 2018, direct flights will start Cusco - Iquitos via LATAM, a route that plans 
to move 14 thousand passengers, of which 36% will be foreigners. The flights would leave Cusco at 8:17 
am, arriving in Iquitos at 10:38 am. and with departure in Iquitos at 11:15 am, and arrival in Cusco at 
13:11. These flights would be made three days a week, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays. 
Cusco- Pisco: LATAM Airlines now offers direct flights between Cusco and Pisco since June 14, 2018. The 
flights will depart Thursdays and Sundays. 
Cusco c-.Trujillo: In July 2017 LATAM Airlines Peru launched their first direct flight route from Cusco to 
Trujillo that operates during high travel season from July to November on Tuesdays, Thursdays and 
Sundays. 
*With.this, there would be 7 destinations operated by LATAM that will connect with Cusco this year: Lima, 
Julia ca, Arequipa, Trujillo, Iquitos, Puerto Maldonado and Pisco. 

PERU: A SPORTS EVENTS DESTINATION 

Lima will.host .the 2019 J>an,American Games 
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Th.e L.ima 2019 Pan American Games, will bring approximately 6,700 athletes together, will feature 39 
sports and 62 disciplines between July 26th and August 11th. The Pan Am Games are the second largest 
multi-sport event, gathering the 41 National Olympic Committees that make up PanamSports. 
Lima 2019 will serve as a qualifying event to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games, ensuring 
the participation of the main representatives of the sports disciplines that are considered qualifiers 
according to the sports program, 

Peru will hostthe extreme "Half Marathon Des Sables" 
The race will take place in lca·s desert during the first wee.k of December. 
Peru will host the Half Marathon Des Sables, considered one of the most extreme competitions in the 
world. The race will take place in the desert of lea during the first week of December and will have an 
extension of 120 kilometers that Will be run in three stages during four days. 
During the four days of the race; the presence of runners from all over the worlc;I is expected, and various 
promotion actions will be carried out in Peru during the days that do not include the competition itself. 

Peru receives a 100% national Dakar 
Dakar riders will face, for the second consecutive year, the magnitude of the Peruvian dunes, an 
environ.ment that last year took its toll on more than one and was a great challenge at the start of the 
competition. The Peruvians will now stand out in their home from start to finish, looking for a place on 
the podium and showing their quality as competitors. 
You can already feel the spirit of the Dakar Rally that will arrive again in 2019 and will be developed 
exclusively in Peruvian lands. 
According to studies carried out between January 03 and 11, the 2018 Dakar Rally achieved an economic 
movement in Peru of more than S / 130 million, as a result of tourist expenses, expenses of local residents 
and investments. 58% of the total generated corresponds to the economic impact of tourism, that is, 
expenses incurred by national and foreign visitors. There were more than one million spectators attending 
the Rally and related events. 
To that, we add the international advertising impact achieved by the entire competition that was US $ 
300 million. For Peru, the promotional benefit reached US$ 154 million. For the next edition, the Peruvian 
government will make an economic expenditure of US$ 6 million. 

NEW HOTELS AND TOURISTIC SERVICES 

Four Hotels From Peru Among The 100 Best In The World In Ranking ofTravel + Leisure 
· The prestigious travel magazine Travel+ Leisure developed a ranking with the 100 best ho.tels in the world. 
This time, 4 hotels located in Peru are part of this list, all of them are located in Cusco. The best positioned 
is the lnkaterra La Casona, located in the city of Cusco .. In the 14th place is the lnkaterra Hacienda 
Urubamba hotel located in Sacred Valley, Cusco. The Tambo del lnka hotel, at Sacred Valley Luxury 
Collection Resort & Spa, is located at number 35. The Sol y Luna hotel, also located in the Sacred Valley, 
is located at number 91. 

Tryp Miraflores 
Melia Hotels International opened the new 4 stars TRYP Lima Miraflores, which offers 140 modern rooms 
and suites. 

Skylodge new lunches in capsules 
Skylodge Adventure Suites has surprised the world travel market by offering travelers the unique 
experience of sleeping in clear capsules with a marvelous view of the_ Sacred Valley. But now, visitors can 
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also enjoy lunch at one of those capsules, with an exquisite variety of Peruvian gourmet food that includes 
soup, salad, main course and dessert accompanied with a glass of wine or champagne and non-alcoholic 
beverages. This experience includes the transfer to and from their hotel ' 
The access to the Skylodge restaurant which, like the capsules, is completely transparent, can be done 
through ziplines or climbing the via ferrata. If you are interested in visiting, consider that it will take you a 
full day and the maximum capacity is 12 people. 

Tarapoto will have a Luxury Adventu·res concept hotel in 2019 
Tarapoto is ready to receive a luxury hotel project: Guardian Forest. As reported by Gesti6n, this will be 
developed by Rafael Benavides and will have a condominium of cabins around a boutique hotel specialized 
in nature observation. The project will be located in the buffer zone of Cordillera Escalera, 45 minutes 
away from the Tarapoto airport, a.nd will be in the middle of a 70-hectare plot. The place will offer the 
luxury adventure concept, and would focus on both the t9urist who knows the area and families. 
Engineering projects are currently being developed to start the construction in October and have the first 
ca.bin.sand the hotel ready in the last months of 2019. 

US $ 16 million invested in Hampton Inn by Hilton hotels in Lima and Arequipa 
The Hilton chain is preparing for the debut of its Hampton Inn by Hilton brand in Peru, with three hotel 
projects currently under development: Hampton Inn Lima San Isidro, Hampton Inn Arequipa and Hampton 
Inn Tarapoto, hotels that will open their doors in the next three years, adding 338 new rooms to the 
company's portfolio in the Peruvian market. 

Lima is the Latin American city with the most hotel.projects _under construction 
Although Brazil, Mexico and Colombia are the Latin American countries with the largest number of hotels 
under construction until June 2018, Lima (Peru) leads the list of cities with the most projects under 
development, followed by Sao Paulo (Brazil) and Cancun (Mexico)), according to I.he latest report from 
the Lodging Econom.etrics consultancy. 
In the case of Peru, important international chains have a large number of projects in development and 
in portfolio for opening over the next four years, in alliance with local investors through brand franchise 
agreements, rent or integral management of the property. 
These include: AccorHotels, Marriott, Hilton, Intercontinental Hotel Group (IHG), Best Western, 
Wyndham, Alton, NH Hotels, Estelar, Selina, etc. While the national hotel companies with projects in 
portfolio are: Casa Andina, Costa del Sol, lnkaterra, Aranwa, Terra Viva. 

GASTRONOMIC NEWS 

Nobu knew Peru was a foodie paradise before anyone 
Accompanied by family and chef friends, the famous Japanese chef Nobu Matsuhisa visited our country 
after more than 45 years of having arrived on our land for the first time. 
Nobu arrived to Peru - which he considers "his second country" - to participate in the tribute dinner to the 
renowned chef Tcishiro Konishi, pioneer of the Peruvian-Japanese fusion cuisine, which was held last week 
at the Astrid & Gaston restaurant in benefit of the Pachacutec school, located in Ventanilla. 
As is known, Nobu made Toshiro come to Peru more than four decades ago and, together, laid the 
foundations of what we now know as Nikkei cuisine. During this visit to Peru, Nobu also visited Cusco 
and its main attractions, such as the Inca citadel of Machu Picchu, accompanied by Japanese chefs who 
gathered in our country for the aforementioned charity dinner. 

Three Peruvian restaurants among the 50 best in the world 
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The Peruvian restaurant Central, owned by Virgilio Martinez and Pia Leon, retained its title of the best 
Latin American restaurant by ranking 6th worldwide and the best location of an establishment in this 
region of the world. In position 7 Maida by Mitsuharu Tsu111ura was placed and in position 39 Astrid & 
Gaston. 
The procedure for choosing the restaurants on the list brings together 1050 voters from 26 regions of the 
world, who must select 10 restaurants they have visited in the last 18 months, and rate them according 
to the "experience" they have had. 

Chef Virgilio Martinez Takes Central to New Heights in a Stunning New Space 
One of Latin America's most celebrated restaurants Central has finally settled into its new home in Lima, 
Peru. Chefs Virgilio Martinez and Pia Leon, the husband and wife team behind a growing collection.of 
international restaurants. made the gutsy move to close their renowned restaurant in the Miraflores 
Di.strict of L_ima and rel_ocate to a new building earlier this month. 
They have also opened a new restaurant in the mystic Moray-Cusco earlier this year called Mil. 

Peru's Pia Leon named Latin America's 'Best Female Chef 
Chef Pia Leon was named the 'Best Female Chef' in Latin America by the World's SO Best Restaurants. 
Leon will receive her award at a ceremony in Bogota next month. The respected outlet, which ha_s Leon's 
Lima restaurant Central as the fifth best in the world, noted that Le6n is ready to step into this spotlight 
with the recent opening of her new restaurant Kjolle. 
She has been the head chef at the decorated restaurant Central, where her husband Virgilio Martinez is 
the owner and creative director. The pair have made it their mission to bring about creative ways of 
thinking about Peruvian cuisine, mainly by bringing diners through a journey of Peru's µnique landscape 
and putting twists 011 traditional Andean ways of preparing certain foods. 

PERU IS AU ABOUT COFFEE. CACAO AND SUPERFOODS 

Coffees from Peru brand 11resented to conquer global market 
The new brand "Coffees from Peru" is aimed to contribute to the proper positioning of this important 
national product worldwide. 
This brand represents all types of coffee beans characterized by their high quality . 

. The brand's objective is to inform consumers about the product's background, which is connected with 
Peru's cultural wealth and biodiversity. These aspects contribute to coffee's diverse range. of flavors, 
smells, and varieties. Its harvest also involves the efforts undertaken by almost half a million families from 
different areas of the territory. 
On a global scale, output is centered on seven countries, and Peru is one of them. Peru is also the second
largest producer of organic coffee around the world. 
According to PromPeru, Peru holds the fourth place among coffee-producing countries which rely on 
a sustainable certification. 
Peruvian coffee's top destinations are the United .States, Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Canada, South 
Korea, Italy, the United Kingdom, Colombia, and the Netherlands. 

Peruvian Chocolate is recognized in the prestigious Academy of Chocolate 
The Peruvian company A111azona Chocolate was recognized by the Academy of Chocolate of the United 
Kingdom, with the first place in the category "Tree to Bar" for its product Valle del Chanka Dark 72%, in a 
special ceremony that took place in London. 
This category included companies that cover the whole value chain, from growing to marketing efforts. 
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It is worth noticing that many of the most important brands in the world work nowadays with Peruvian 
cacao, such as world renowned Pierre Herme. 

Superfoods Peru 
PROM PERU, through its brand SUPER FOODS PERU, promotes the offering and sustainable development 
of Peru's unique species of fish, placing them on the radar of international seafood suppliers and media. 
This brand will be promoted in different countries, including the best gastronomy, tourism and export 
fairs worldwide. 
SUPER FOODS PERU celebrates the power of its healthy and nutritious foods, which are rich in vitamins 
and antioxidants. These include not only vegetables and grains like quinoa but also fish products like giant 
squid (pota), tuna, scallops, anchovies, langoustines and mackerel. All these products have great potential 
in the internat.ional market. 

OTHER NEWS 

Peru among the 10 preferred destinations for group incentive trips 
Our country is in the top ten of preferred destinations for the group incentive travel segment, being the 
only country in Latin America considered on this list and surpassing Canada, New Zealand, Japan and 
Greece, among others, PROM PERO reported. 

It is known that thousands of international companies motivate and reward their collaborators with 
incentive trips, as well as others that make their clients loyal under this business practice. In this context, 
the multinational Creative Group developed a study where it was determined that the main success factor 
forthis type of travel is the chosen destination. Therefore, many entrepreneurs make the decision based 
on their own dream destinations. · 

Among the results, it is detailed that "these destinations have been chosen for their unique position to 
provide a wide variety of activities and landscapes within a single place or in nearby locations", just a 
characteristic cif Peru, where the traveler can enjoy cultural tourism in different regions of the country, as 
well as adventure sports, cruises on the Amazon River, incredible beaches, among other activities, that 
satisfy a variety of interests. 

Ou.r country occupies the third P.osition of the list led by Portugal, with special emphasis in the cities of 
Lima and Cusco. "The capital of the country is an urban destination with .a lot of culture embodied in its 
architecture which shows our colonial and pre0 Hispanic past''. They also highlight that "a visit to Peru 
would not be complete without going to Machu Picchu, its most famous archaeological treasure" and a 
World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 

Here are the 10 preferred destinations for group incentive trips: 1. Portugal 2. Croatia 3. Peru 4. Czech 
Republic 5. Canada 6. South Africa 7. New Zealand 8. Japan 9. Greece 10. Scotland/ Ireland. 

Peru.breaks its own record on international birdwatching competition 
The 2018 edition of the Global Big Day (GBD), held on May 5th, confirmed the richness of the Peruvian 
ecosystem where the 554 brigades, formed by heads of protected natural areas, specialists, park rangers, 
researchers, local people and young volunteers, held a record of 1,490 birds sighted by the Peruvian team 
compared to 1,330 sighted in 2017. Although Colombia won the competition with 1548 species sighted, 
this important event demonstrates that Peru has a grand scenery and biodiversity for nature activities and 
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that many joint efforts are being driven to improve our birdwatching records. It has been stated that Peru 
holds 1858 species in total and that Peru is currently ranked on the third place globally. 

Peru's Machu Picchu trip from Cusco among top 10 experiences in South America 
The Machu Picchu Day Trip from Cusco ranks third in the top 10 Experiences in South America, according 
to 2018 TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards for Experiences. 

Cusco- Best city of the region according to Travel + Leisure 
The city of Cuzco, our readers' favorite urban destination in Central and South America, has long been 
known as the gateway to Machu Picchu. And while the legendary archaeological site is still one of the 
most visited landmarks in the world, Cuzco is an ap.pealing city with a rich history and beautiful 
arnhi.tecture that's well worth visiting i_n its own right. 
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